Refurbished Computers for Schools or Community Centers
Prior Recipients:







Sponsor: 20/22 Act Foundation

Escuela Superior Bilingue Padre Rufo in Santurce: WCE Refurbishing Club
Escuela Superior Josefina Leon Zayas in Jayuya: WCE Refurbishing Club
Escuela Superior Vocacional Republica de Costa Rica in Caugas
Escuela Superior Lila Mayoral Wirshing in Ponce
Escuela Superior Ramón Vilá Mayo in Rio Piedras
Escuela Elemental Luis Llorens Torres INE Montessori in Residencial Luis Llorens Torres

2019 School or Center Recipients: Goal: 8

Sponsor: 20/22 Act Foundation

WCE Will Provide Each School of Community Center:









20 refurbished computers, monitors, keyboards, mice, and cables
Preloaded virus-free Linux operating system, an open office suite & WCE educational content in Spanish
Basic orientation to Linux, LibreOffice, and the WCE content pack
A business or university volunteer to help as a computer science and programming coach as feasible
Free license for Teaching.com in English and Typing.com Digital Literacy in Spanish
Invitation to a teacher for next CS4All-PR professional development in computer science
Access to proprietary software as requested by school and as feasible
Access to training in SAT preparation in Spanish as it becomes available

Each Recipient School Or Center Agrees To The Following:









Hold a club or class in your school or center to do either of the following:
◦ identify or develop educational content in Spanish for WCE to add to the WCE educational content
pack to be loaded in all computers
◦ develop resources to be shared for teachers who want to inspire girls to pursue careers in
technology
Initially use the Ubuntu operating system and open office suite and WCE content
Identify contact for WCE at the school
Participate in Computer Science for All – Puerto Rico (CS4All-PR)
Complete WCE/UPRRP technology needs assessment
Send monitors and greenboards to a certified recycler when they can no longer be made to work
Thank those who helped provide you with computers - this could include posting a sign, providing digital
pictures of students with computers for social media use, and allowing WCE to mention the school
publicly

In Puerto Rico, WCE acts as a broker recruiting businesses and universities to donate resources such as computers
and volunteers to help improve digital learning and computational thinking in schools and community centers
WCE-PR: 1511 Ave. Ponce De Leon Ciudadela Administration Office - Suite C - JGriffiths San Juan, PR 00909
PuertoRico@WorldComputerExchange.org www.WorldComputerExchange.org

